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Chair’s Preface
This report details the Committee’s findings regarding its examination of the Electoral
Legislation Further Amendment Bill 2019. The Bill represents phase three of a series
of electoral reforms that have been progressively implemented through the Electoral
Amendment Bill 2018 and the Electoral Legislation Amendment Bill 2018. It introduces
financial reforms to increase transparency in relation to political donations and electoral
expenditure as well as a range of non-financial reforms aimed at streamlining and
contemporising the voting and electoral process. The financial reforms implement a
number of recommendations from the final report of the Inquiry into Options for the
Reform of Political Funding and Donations (the Mansfield Report) which was tabled in
the Legislative Assembly on 14 August 2018.
The Committee received two submissions to its inquiry both of which suggested
amendments. Key areas of concern raised in submissions included the absence of a
cap on expenditure by third party campaigners, the requirement for parties and
candidates to maintain a Territory campaign account, and the introduction of provisional
voting for persons not enrolled to vote on Election Day. In addition, the Northern
Territory Electoral Commission raised a number of issues that it had identified in the
2016 Territory Election Report but these were deemed to be outside the scope of the
Bill. The Committee considered all concerns raised in submissions but, after examining
the evidence, determined that no amendments were required in relation to the points
raised.
The Committee identified a number of technical issues with clauses related to early
voting centres, the definition of candidate, and disclosure requirements for persons
making donations to candidates. Consequently, it has recommended amendments to
these clauses to ensure that the Bill will effectively implement the stated policy intent
and is ‘unambiguous and drafted in a sufficiently clear and precise way’, as per the
Committee’s terms of reference.
On behalf of the Committee, I would like to thank all those who made submissions. The
Committee also acknowledges the work of the Department of the Chief Minister in
advising the Committee through both written responses to the Committee’s questions
and attendance at the public briefing. I also thank the Department of the Legislative
Assembly for the support provided to the Committee, and my fellow Committee
members for their bipartisan commitment to the legislative review process.

Mr Tony Sievers MLA
Chair
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Political Funding and Donations in the Northern Territory
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Terms of Reference
Sessional Order 13
Establishment of Scrutiny Committees
(1)

Standing Order 178 is suspended.

(2)

The Assembly appoints the following scrutiny committees:
(a)

The Social Policy Scrutiny Committee

(b)

The Economic Policy Scrutiny Committee

(3)

The Membership of the scrutiny committees will be three Government Members
and one Opposition Member nominated to the Speaker in writing by the
respective Whip and one non-party aligned Member to be appointed by motion.

(4)

The functions of the scrutiny committees shall be to inquire and report on:
(a)

any matter within its subject area referred to it:
(i)

by the Assembly;

(ii)

by a Minister; or

(iii)

on its own motion.

(b)

any bill referred to it by the Assembly;

(c)

in relation to any bill referred by the Assembly:
(i)

whether the Assembly should pass the bill;

(ii)

whether the Assembly should amend the bill;

(iii)

whether the bill has sufficient regard to the rights and liberties of
individuals, including whether the bill:
(A)

makes rights and liberties, or obligations, dependent on
administrative power only if the power is sufficiently defined and
subject to appropriate review; and

(B)

is consistent with principles of natural justice; and

(C)

allows the delegation of administrative power only in
appropriate cases and to appropriate persons; and

(D)

does not reverse the onus of proof in criminal proceedings
without adequate justification; and

(E)

confers powers to enter premises, and search for or seize
documents or other property, only with a warrant issued by a
judge or other judicial officer; and

(F)

provides appropriate protection against self-incrimination; and

(G)

does not adversely affect rights and liberties, or impose
obligations, retrospectively; and
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(iv)

(H)

does not confer immunity from proceeding or prosecution
without adequate justification; and

(I)

provides for the compulsory acquisition of property only with fair
compensation; and

(J)

has sufficient regard to Aboriginal tradition; and

(K)

is unambiguous and drafted in a sufficiently clear and precise
way.

whether the bill has sufficient regard to the institution of Parliament,
including whether the bill:
(A)

allows the delegation of legislative power only in appropriate
cases and to appropriate persons; and

(B)

sufficiently subjects the exercise of a delegated legislative
power to the scrutiny of the Legislative Assembly; and

(C)

authorises the amendment of an Act only by another Act.

(5)

The Committee will elect a Government Member as Chair.

(6)

Each Committee will provide an annual report on its activities to the Assembly.

Adopted 24 August 2017
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Recommendations
Recommendation 1
The Committee recommends that the Legislative Assembly pass the Electoral
Legislation Further Amendment Bill 2019 with the proposed amendments set out in
recommendations 2-6.
Recommendation 2
That the Bill be amended to:
a)

remove the requirement in s 72(2)(b) of the Act that a ballot paper be placed in
an envelope bearing the name of the division and the centre if ‘the centre is not
in the region in which the person’s enrolled division is situated’; and

b)

effectively provide a means of declaring the regions from which persons can vote
in the ordinary manner at a particular centre.

Recommendation 3
That the Bill be amended so that either:
a)

the provisions for regions are removed from the Act and replaced with
declarations regarding which divisions each early voting centre is for;

b)

the declaration of a region is mandatory for every division; or

c)

the wording of s 72(2)(b) does not presume that every division is in a region.

Recommendation 4
That subsection (d) of the definition of candidate in proposed s 176 be amended so that
it includes candidates from the previous general election regardless of the length of
time between general elections.
Recommendation 5
That proposed section 193(4) be amended to make it clearer by removing the
implication that a return may relate to more than one person.
Recommendation 6
The Committee recommends that the typographical error in clause 37(3) be corrected.
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1

Introduction

Introduction of the Bill
1.1

The Electoral Legislation Further Amendment Bill 2019 (the Bill) was introduced into
the Legislative Assembly by the Chief Minister, the Hon Michael Gunner MLA, on 20
June 2019. The Assembly subsequently referred the Bill to the Economic Policy
Scrutiny Committee for inquiry and report by 17 September 2019. 1

Conduct of the Inquiry
1.2

On 21 June 2019 the Committee called for submissions by 24 July 2019. The call for
submissions was advertised via the Legislative Assembly website, Facebook, Twitter
feed and email subscription service. In addition, the Committee directly contacted a
number of individuals and organisations.

1.3

As noted in Appendix 2, the Committee received two submissions to its inquiry. The
Committee held a public briefing with the Department of the Chief Minister (the
Department) on 3 July 2019.

Outcome of Committee’s Consideration
1.4

1.5

Sessional order 13(4)(c) requires that the Committee after examining the Bill
determine:
(i)

whether the Assembly should pass the bill;

(ii)

whether the Assembly should amend the bill;

(iii)

whether the bill has sufficient regard to the rights and liberties of
individuals; and

(iv)

whether the bill has sufficient regard to the institution of Parliament.

Following examination of the Bill, and consideration of the evidence received, the
Committee is of the view that the Legislative Assembly should pass the Bill with
proposed amendments as set out in recommendations 2-6.
Recommendation 1
The Committee recommends that the Legislative Assembly pass the Electoral
Legislation Further Amendment Bill 2019 with the proposed amendments set
out in recommendations 2-6.

Report Structure
1.6

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the policy objectives of the Bill and the purpose of
the Bill as contained in the Explanatory Statement.

1.7

Chapter 3 considers the main issues raised in evidence received.

1

The Hon Michael Gunner MLA, Chief Minister, Draft Daily Hansard – Thursday 20 June 2019, p. 20,
http://hdl.handle.net/10070/308154.
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Overview of the Bill

Background to the Bill
2.1

2.2

The reforms introduced by this Bill are part of the larger integrity framework being
developed by the Northern Territory Government (NTG) to ensure open, accountable
and transparent government. At a broad level, the electoral reforms aim to:
•

Increase the participation of Territorians in governance and public life;

•

Enhance public support and confidence in our system of governance. 2

Electoral reforms have been progressively implemented, with phase one finalising
the electoral boundaries redistribution process (Electoral Amendment Bill 2018) and
phase two returning to a full preferential voting system and refining restrictions on
canvassing at polling places (Electoral Legislation Amendment Bill 2018). 3 This Bill
accomplishes phase three and introduces:
financial reforms to create more transparency around political donations and
funds spent by candidates and parties to run election campaigns, as well as the
remaining non-financial electoral reforms which are aimed at streamlining and
contemporising the voting and electoral process. 4

2.3

In order to commence phase three, a motion was passed by the Legislative Assembly
in December 2016 to establish an Inquiry into Options for the Reform of Political
Funding and Donations in the Northern Territory. In June 2017, the Hon John
Mansfield AO QC was appointed as Commissioner of the Inquiry. The Inquiry
conducted extensive consultation and investigations in accordance with the Inquiry’s
terms of reference and a total of 13 submissions were received and published on the
Inquiry’s website.

2.4

As noted in the Inquiry’s final report, (the Mansfield Report), the electoral reforms in
this Bill also coincide with a trend across Australian jurisdictions to:
achieve electoral fairness and transparency by a combination of caps on electoral
expenditure of political parties and candidates for election, the funding of electoral
campaigning by political parties and candidates for election, the regulation of the
extent of political donations, and timely transparency in the making of political
donations. 5

2.5

Key recommendations from the Mansfield Inquiry include: the implementation of a
cap on election campaign expenditure; a cap on political donations; provision for the
partial public funding of elections; strengthening reporting and disclosure

2

Northern Territory Government (NTG), Consultation Discussion Paper, Electoral Expenditure, Political
Donations and Public Funding of Political Parties and Candidates, p. 5,
https://haveyoursay.nt.gov.au/reform.
3 Economic Policy Scrutiny Committee, Inquiry into the Electoral Amendment Bill 2018,
https://parliament.nt.gov.au/committees/spsc/61-2018; Economic Policy Scrutiny Committee, Inquiry into the
Electoral Legislation Amendment Bill 2018, https://parliament.nt.gov.au/committees/spsc/72-2018.
4 The Hon Michael Gunner MLA, Chief Minister, Draft Daily Hansard – Thursday 20 June 2019, p. 13,
http://hdl.handle.net/10070/308154.
5 Commissioner John Mansfield, Final Report of the Inquiry into Options for the Reform of Political Funding
and Donations in the Northern Territory, p. 8, https://donationsinquiry.nt.gov.au/.
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requirements under the Electoral Act 2004; and ensuring that associated entities and
third parties comply with the Act.
2.6

In presenting the Bill, the Chief Minister noted that the Government accepted these
five recommendations in principle, ‘subject to further assessment and consultation
with stakeholders’. 6 The Bill introduces a cap on electoral expenditure and proposes
amendments to strengthen reporting, disclosure and compliance requirements. It
does not provide for partial public funding of elections nor does it introduce a cap on
political donations. 7

Purpose of the Bill
2.7

As noted in the Explanatory Statement:
The Bill amends the Electoral Act 2004 to establish a new scheme for political
donations and electoral expenditure in the Northern Territory, as well as nonfinancial electoral reforms to streamline and contemporise the voting and
electoral process, providing increased transparency and accountability in relation
to electoral activity in the Northern Territory. 8

2.8

2.9

The majority of the reforms in the Bill relate to donations and expenditure, with key
aspects of these reforms outlined below:
•

New requirements for third party campaigners and associated entities;

•

Cap on electoral expenditure;

•

Sharing of electoral expenditure cap between associated entities and their
affiliated political party;

•

Introduction of a dedicated campaign account;

•

Strengthened disclosure requirements, applicable from 2020;

•

New donation reporting requirements, including new reporting thresholds and
more frequent reporting in election years;

•

Shorter timeframe for provision of annual reports;

•

Provision of an infringement notice scheme that will allow the Northern Territory
Electoral Commission (NTEC) to issue infringement notices for offences related
to record keeping and returns;

•

A range of new offences for breaching new obligations under the new scheme
for political donations and electoral expenditure. 9

Key non-financial reforms introduced by the Bill include:

6

Hon Michael Gunner MLA, Chief Minister, Draft – Daily Hansard Day 1 – 20 June 2019, p. 13,
http://hdl.handle.net/10070/308154.
7 Hon Michael Gunner MLA, Chief Minister, Draft – Daily Hansard Day 1 – 20 June 2019, p. 14,
http://hdl.handle.net/10070/308154.
8 Explanatory Statement, Electoral Legislation Further Amendment Bill 2019, p. 1,
https://parliament.nt.gov.au/committees/EPSC/96-2019.
9 Explanatory Statement, Electoral Legislation Further Amendment Bill 2019, p. 1-2,
https://parliament.nt.gov.au/committees/EPSC/96-2019.
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•

Changes to the election timetable;

•

Provisional voting for those not enrolled by date of close of rolls;

•

Alignment of voting provisions for early voting, mobile voting and election day
voting;

•

An increase in the nomination deposit;

•

Updating of the postal vote framework to remove the requirement for a witness;

•

Removal of requirement for broadcaster and publisher returns;

•

Requirement that campaign material identifies the political affiliation for that
material. 10

Explanatory Statement, Electoral Legislation Further Amendment Bill 2019, p. 2,
https://parliament.nt.gov.au/committees/EPSC/96-2019.
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3

Examination of the Bill

Introduction
3.1

The Northern Territory Electoral Commission (NTEC) supported the majority of the
amendments proposed in the Bill but expressed concerns about certain aspects of
the proposed reforms, in particular, the absence of a cap on expenditure for third
party campaigners and the absence of provisions to implement outstanding
recommendations from the 2016 Territory Election Report related to early voting and
a trial for an electronic voting system. 11 The Country Liberals recommended that the
Bill not be passed unless further amendments are made in relation to: the proposed
cap on electoral expenditure; dedicated campaign accounts; the frequency of
reporting for disclosure of reportable donations and expenditure; and provisional
voting by declaration ballot. 12

3.2

In addition to the above, the Committee identified a number of technical issues with
clauses related to early voting centres, the definition of candidate, and disclosure
requirements for persons making donations to candidates.

Arrangements for voting – clause 37, section 69 amended
3.3

As noted in the Explanatory Statement, clause 37 amends s 69 to provide the
Electoral Commission ‘with greater flexibility when declaring regions for early voting
centres, including the discretion not to apply a region in which case all votes at that
centre will be treated as absent votes’. 13

3.4

The Committee sought clarification from the Department regarding what it means to
declare a region ‘to apply to one or more specific early voting centres’ (proposed s
69(2A)) and was advised that:
The insertion of proposed section 69(2A) is a technical amendment to clarify the
link between regions declared under section 69(1) and the early voting centres
appointed under section 42(1)(a).
The nature and location of early voting centres means that voters from a number
of regions may choose to vote at a single early voting centre. For example, people
from divisions all over the greater Darwin area may choose to vote at the Darwin
CBD early voting centre if they work in the city. For this reason, section 69(1)
allows NTEC to declare regions.
Declaring a region comprising one or more early voting centres allows NTEC to
accept early votes at the relevant centres as ordinary votes. If a region is not
applied to a particular early voting centre then any voter from outside that region
will be casting an absent vote. 14

3.5

Although the intent of the amendments is clear, it is not clear how the Bill would
operate to achieve that end.

11

Submission 2 – Northern Territory Electoral Commission (NTEC), p. 1.
Submission 1 – Country Liberals, p.4.
13 Explanatory Statement, Electoral Legislation Further Amendment Bill 2019, p. 7,
https://parliament.nt.gov.au/committees/EPSC/96-2019.
14 Department of the Chief Minister, Responses to Written Questions - 28 August 2019, p. 2,
https://parliament.nt.gov.au/committees/EPSC/96-2019.
12
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3.6

The Act currently allows declaring early voting centres for an election. It then restricts
the divisions where normal votes may be cast at an early/pre-election voting centre
by only allowing normal voting if the centre is geographically located in the region
(s 72(2)(b)). It does not otherwise create a relationship between a centre and the
region.

3.7

The Bill appears to seek to change this by superimposing (without defining) the notion
of a region applying to a centre on top of the existing system. However, s 72(2)(b)
appears inconsistent with that approach as it requires that a ballot paper be placed
in an envelope if ‘the centre is not in the region in which the person’s enrolled division
is situated’. Applying a region to an early voting centre does not change whether a
voting centre is ‘in’ a region for the purposes of s 72(2)(b). Further, the notion of a
region applying to an early voting centre is not elsewhere defined or discussed in the
Act or the Bill and does not have an obvious meaning.

3.8

For the policy objective to be achieved, the Bill needs to both change the requirement
in s 72 that normal voting may only occur in a pre-election/early voting centre if the
centre is in the relevant region (which it does not do), and provide a means of
declaring the regions from which persons can vote in the normal manner at a
particular centre (which the Bill seeks to do by proposed s 69(2A). This could be done
by:
•

Amending s 42(a) so that the Commission may, in writing, ‘appoint a stated
place to be an early voting centre for an election for one or more divisions or
regions’ and omitting proposed 69(2A) from the Bill; and

•

Amending s 72(2)(b) by replacing ‘if the centre is not in the region in which the
person’s enrolled division is situated’ with ‘if the centre has not been declared
under section 42(a) to be a an early voting centre for the person’s enrolled
division or region in which the person’s enrolled division is situated’.

Recommendation 2
That the Bill be amended to:
a) remove the requirement in s 72(2)(b) of the Act that a ballot paper be placed
in an envelope bearing the name of the division and the centre if ‘the centre
is not in the region in which the person’s enrolled division is situated’; and
b) effectively provide a means of declaring the regions from which persons
can vote in the ordinary manner at a particular centre.
3.9

The Bill proposes to amend s 69(1)(a) to make it discretionary whether the
Commission declares regions. However, s 72(2)(b) is drafted on the presumption that
every division will be in a region. If the Commission has not declared a region for a
division then the application of s 72(2)(b) is unclear. This will need to be clarified if
the Commission is to have the discretion to not declare a region for each division.

3.10 An alternative approach would be to abolish the provision for regions altogether and
simply declare which divisions each early voting centre is to be for.
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Recommendation 3
That the Bill be amended so that either:
a) the provisions for regions are removed from the Act and replaced with
declarations regarding which divisions each early voting centre is for;
b) the declaration of a region is mandatory for every division; or
c) the wording of s 72(2)(b) does not presume that every division is in a region.

Examination of declaration ballot papers – clause 66, section 105
amended (provisional voting)
3.11 During the 2016 election 2,806 declaration votes were lodged, with 2,353 of these
being rejected once confirmation was received that the person was not on the roll. In
the subsequent 2016 Electoral Commission Report it was recommended that “on the
day” provisional voting be introduced. 15
3.12 The purpose of this clause is to implement “on the day” provisional voting by
introducing:
a savings provision where a person who is not enrolled by the date of close of
rolls is still able to cast a provisional vote during early voting or on election day,
provided the person is eligible to be enrolled. This will improve the quality of the
electoral roll and improve participation, which has been highlighted by NTEC as
an issue. 16

3.13 Country Liberals do not support this provision and consider that allowing an individual
to vote if they are not enrolled to vote by the date of the close of rolls puts the ‘integrity
of the electoral roll’ at risk. 17 They propose, instead, that additional resources be
provided to the NTEC for educational and enrolment campaigns between elections.
Country Liberals recommend that if the clause is not removed then ‘safeguards must
be put in place to ensure that the eligibility provisions of Part VIII of the
Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 (Cth) are enforced’. 18 This should include a
requirement that the declaration ballot is accompanied by either the person’s driver’s
licence showing residency in the NT or ‘an Australian passport accompanied by a
declaration that the person resides in the Territory, is whom he or she claims and is
signed by another person that is enrolled’. 19
3.14 The Committee sought clarification from the Department regarding the extent to
which the Bill would ensure that the requisite eligibility provisions are met and was
advised that:
The Bill requires a voter who is not enrolled to complete a declaration stating that
the person has complied with Part VIII of the Commonwealth Act before the close
of the roll; or is eligible to enrol under Part VIII of the Commonwealth Act.

15

Northern Territory Electoral Commission, 2016 Territory Election Report, pp. 39-40,
https://ntec.nt.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/569742/2016_LA_election_report.pdf.
16 Department of the Chief Minister, Responses to Written Questions - 22 August 2019, pp. 6-7,
https://parliament.nt.gov.au/committees/EPSC/96-2019.
17 Submission 1 – Country Liberals, p. 4.
18 Submission 1 – Country Liberals, p. 4.
19 Submission 1 – Country Liberals, p. 4.
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In relation to eligibility provisions and providing proof of identity in accordance
with Part VIII of the Commonwealth Act, the declaration is expected to conform
to the Commonwealth enrolment forms. Proof of identity would therefore be
provided in one of three ways:
a. Australian driver’s licence number and state/territory of issue;
b. Australian passport number; or
c.

have a person who is on the Commonwealth electoral roll confirm the
voter’s identity – the person on the Commonwealth electoral roll would
complete a declaration and provide their name, address and signature.

An unenrolled person will be able to cast a provisional vote, which can be
admitted to the count only after their eligibility to enrol under Part VIII of the
Commonwealth Act is confirmed by the Australian Electoral Commission (AEC).
This is consistent with current roll management practices in the Northern Territory
as this jurisdiction utilises the national electoral roll, which is managed by the
AEC.
It is noted that these are ‘savings’ provisions which will not be promoted as a
mainstream method of enrolling, but will ‘save’ the votes of unenrolled people
who turn up to vote, provided the person is eligible to be enrolled. 20

Committee’s comments
3.15 The Committee is satisfied with the Department’s advice.

Definition of candidate – clause 94, section 176 amended
(Definitions)
Policy intent underpinning the definition of candidate in subsection (d)
3.16 Clause 94 introduces a definition of “candidate” to clarify when a person is a
candidate for the purpose of Part10, Financial disclosure. The Department advised
that the definition is ‘critical in determining when a person becomes subject to
reporting obligations as a candidate’ and is ‘based on obligations contained in
existing section 182 to capture the same disclosure periods, including when the
disclosure period for an election starts’. The intent of the definition is ‘to capture
candidates from the previous election whether or not they are contesting the current
election’. 21
3.17 The Committee sought clarification from the Department regarding the policy
rationale for requiring all candidates from the previous general election to be subject
to disclosure requirements regardless of whether or not they are contesting an
upcoming general election and was advised that:
This provides continuity of reporting by ensuring that previous candidates, as
participants in the electoral environment, are obliged to report political donations
or electoral expenditure that may occur. Without this continuity of reporting,
donations and electoral expenditure may remain unreported, particularly as

20

Department of the Chief Minister, Responses to Written Questions - 22 August 2019, pp. 7-8,
https://parliament.nt.gov.au/committees/EPSC/96-2019.
21 Department of the Chief Minister, Responses to Written Questions - 28 August 2019, p. 4,
https://parliament.nt.gov.au/committees/EPSC/96-2019.
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nominations or endorsement may occur very close to Election Day, reducing the
overall transparency of the electoral landscape. 22

3.18 The Department further advised that any burden on candidates who stood in a
previous election but were not contesting the relevant election would be minimal as:
under proposed section 201 (Clause 113) and current section 198, nil returns can
be submitted if a 'candidate' does not incur any electoral expenditure or receive
any donations. 23

Committee’s comments
3.19 The Committee is satisfied with the Department’s response regarding the policy
rationale for imposing disclosure requirements on candidates who stood in a previous
election but are not contesting a current election. It notes that standing as a candidate
in an election is a serious undertaking and, as such, the disclosure requirements are
reasonable and acceptable. The Committee further notes that candidates are
expected to familiarise themselves with their obligations regarding reporting and
disclosure requirements and that the provision of guidelines regarding these
requirements is standard practice for the NTEC.

Wording of definition of candidate in subsection (d)
3.20 The means by which the Bill proposes to impose reporting requirements on
candidates at the previous general election is to include in the definition of “candidate”
a person ‘who contested an election that was within 4 years before election day for
the election’. This definition would not include candidates from the previous general
election if that election was held more than four years previously, whether because
the relevant fourth Saturdays in August were more than 4 years apart (e.g. the 2012
and 2016 elections were held four years and two days apart) or because an
alternative date for the election was set because of a Commonwealth election.
3.21 To always achieve the objective of including candidates from the previous general
election, the definition of candidate needs to be amended so that it always includes
the previous general election.
Recommendation 4
That subsection (d) of the definition of candidate in proposed s 176 be amended
so that it includes candidates from the previous general election regardless of
the length of time between general elections.

Disclosure and reporting requirements – clause 102, sections 191
and 192 replaced
3.22 The Bill makes a number of amendments to disclosure and reporting requirements.
These amendments include an increase in the reporting threshold for donors to
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candidates from $200 over the four-year electoral cycle to $1500 per financial year
and an obligation for parties to report gifts received during the financial year in their
annual returns. The proposed amendments also provide for more frequent reporting
by parties, candidates, associated entities and third party campaigners in election
years. As outlined by the Chief Minister when presenting the Bill, candidates, parties,
associated entities and third party campaigners will be required to submit the
following reports during an election year:
•

A six-month report covering the period from 1 July to 31 December in the year
prior to the election;

•

Two quarterly reports over the period 1 January to 30 June;

•

A report prior to the early voting period from 1 July to the day the writ is issued;

•

A report prior to election day from the day after the writ is issued to 17 days
after that; and

•

A post-election report from 18 days after the writ is issued to 30 days after
election day. 24

3.23 In relation to routine reporting outside of election years, proposed s 205 brings
forward the due date for annual returns from 16 weeks after the end of the financial
year to 60 days after the end of the financial year. The Bill also inserts requirements
in relation to the content of the annual returns in relation to gifts for parties (proposed
s205A); candidates (proposed s207); and associated entities (proposed s209).
3.24 Country Liberals supports the disclosure of reportable donations and expenditure of
political parties, unaligned candidates, associated entities and third parties but does
not support the more frequent reporting required under the Bill. They argue that
‘Requiring electoral commission staff to review and publish campaign returns as
frequently as every six weeks immediately before and during the election’ is a
significant impost on the NTEC given their heavy workload during the running of an
election. 25 They expressed concern that this may result in more ‘amended reports
due to inadvertent errors or omissions’. 26
3.25 The Committee sought clarification from the Department as to whether the NTEC had
been consulted regarding the impact that the more frequent reporting requirements
would have on their workload during an election and was advised that:
DCM held ongoing discussions with NTEC in relation to the donation disclosure
requirements proposed in the Bill, including the additional reporting and
publication requirements during the election period.
It is noted that all disclosures with the exception of two, are required to be
published “as soon as practicable” so as not to place a strict and burdensome
timeframe on NTEC. Only the donation disclosure reports prior to early voting
and prior to election day are required to be published within a designated
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timeframe (three and two days, respectively) to provide the public with the latest
possible donation reporting prior to early voting and election day.
While NTEC noted some additional workload associated with the increased
returns, no significant concerns were raised during the consultation process,
given that the proposed amendments do not require NTEC staff to review or audit
the material prior to publication – the material is merely being uploaded on to its
website in the form received.
NTEC has indicated that the proposed donation disclosure reports will be saved
and loaded as pdf documents to the NTEC website as is, without review, ensuring
the public is able to access the latest possible information on donations provided
by political parties, candidates, associated entities and third party campaigners.
Based on discussions with NTEC during the development of the proposed
amendments, it is envisaged that the NTEC website will have a caveat stating
that published reports have not yet been audited or compliance checked. 27

Committee’s comments
3.26 The Committee is satisfied with the Department’s advice.

Donations to candidates - clause 103, section 193 amended
3.27 Proposed s 193 imposes disclosure requirements on a person who makes donations
to candidates.
3.28 Proposed s 193(4) states that ‘The return must state for each person referred to in
subsection (1)…’. This creates an impression that the return will provide details of
gifts given to a candidate by a number of different people. However, under the Bill,
each return provided by a person can only report on gifts given by that person. The
words ‘each person’ here do not add any substantive meaning to the subsection but
are misleading insofar as they create an expectation that a return may relate to more
than one person, which it cannot.
3.29 The Committee therefore considers that the phrase ‘for each person referred to in
subsection (1)’ should be deleted from proposed s 193(4). If the intention of including
the words was to emphasise that each return must contain the details, then an
appropriate wording could be ‘The return for each person referred to in subsection
(1) must state…’.
3.30 The Committee recommends that this clause be re-worded to ensure that it is
sufficiently clear and unambiguous.
Recommendation 5
That proposed section 193(4) be amended to make it clearer by removing the
implication that a return may relate to more than one person.
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Cap on electoral expenditure – clause 115, Part 10, Div. 4,
Subdivision 3 inserted
3.31 New Subdivision 3 ‘creates a framework for capping electoral expenditure of
candidates, registered parties and associated entities’ and ‘introduces an indexed
expenditure cap of $40,000 on electoral expenditure per individual candidate, with a
pooled cap for parties’. 28 Electoral expenditure by an associated entity is to be
aggregated with that of the registered party with which the entity is associated
(proposed s 203B(2)). The proposed cap does not apply to third party campaigners.

Exclusion of travel and accommodation from the expenditure cap
3.32 The Country Liberals commented that the cap on electoral expenditure set out in
proposed s 203B should be higher for rural and remote divisions due to the greater
costs associated with canvassing these areas and suggested adding an extra
$10,000 to $20,000 to the expenditure cap for these electorates. At present, the
additional costs associated with canvassing rural and remote areas are addressed in
the Bill through proposed s 176A(4) which states that expenditure on travel or
accommodation is not included as electoral expenditure. Country Liberals
commented that if the expenditure cap was increased for rural and remote electorates
there would be no need to exclude travel and accommodation from the definition of
electoral expenditure and this ‘would add transparency and further promote the
interests of democracy’. 29
3.33 The exclusion of travel and accommodation costs from the proposed cap is in line
with the Mansfield Report:
As noted, having regard to the additional travel and accommodation expenses
which may be incurred by candidates in rural and remote electorates, as the cap
makes no specific allowance for that, I suggest that such expenditure generally
should not be included in the expenditure cap. 30

3.34 The exclusion of travel and accommodation costs from the electoral expenditure cap
is also in line with South Australian (SA) legislation which excludes travel and
accommodation from the definition of political expenditure. 31 Of the other Australian
jurisdictions which include a cap on electoral or political expenditure, New South
Wales (NSW) includes travel and accommodation while the Australian Capital
Territory (ACT) neither specifies nor excludes these expenses. 32
Committee’s Comments
3.35 The Committee is of the view that excluding travel and accommodation from the
electoral expenditure cap is the most efficient means of ensuring that those
campaigning in rural and remote electorates are not disadvantaged by the cap. While
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acknowledging the alternative proposed by the Country Liberals, it does not consider
that removing travel and accommodation from the definition of electoral expenditure
will pose significant risks to transparency or the promotion of democracy.

Absence of a cap on third party campaigners
3.36 Both Country Liberals and the NTEC expressed concerns that the absence of an
expenditure cap on third party campaigners would limit the potential for a “level
playing field”, potentially resulting in parties and candidates working in concert with a
third party campaigner who is not subject to the cap, thereby enabling the cap to be
circumvented. 33 As noted by the NTEC:
The proposed non-cap model for third party campaigners in the NT also creates
a risk that parties and candidates could align with third parties campaigners (i.e.
industry lobby organisations, unions, friends) to run a negative campaign against
their opponents to circumvent the cap. 34

3.37 The NTEC further commented that:
There would be virtually nothing to stop a wealthy individual from running
campaigns against parties or individual candidates and spending as much money
pushing their agenda as they see fit. 35

3.38 This was deemed to be particularly problematic in a scenario where the capping of
expenditure on parties and candidates prevents them from matching expenditure with
that of a third party that is able to exceed the cap. 36
3.39 Similarly, Country Liberals considered that:
There appears to be no reason to apply a cap on campaign expenditure upon
political parties or individual candidates if you could quite simply get around any
cap by having a member, supporter or affiliated entity assume expenditure on
your behalf. 37

3.40 The Committee sought clarification from the Department regarding the rationale for
not imposing a cap on expenditure for third party campaigners and was advised that:
The Mansfield Inquiry Report did not include findings to indicate that third party
campaigners are a feature, prominent or otherwise, of the Northern Territory
electoral landscape. The report also did not include recommendations in relation
to third party campaigners.
On 29 January 2019, the High Court found that the changes to NSW legislation
that reduced the expenditure cap applied to third party campaigners in that
jurisdiction were invalid as there was no evidence to support the decision to
reduce the level of the expenditure cap. On that basis, the previously legislated
cap on expenditure for third party campaigners continued to apply.
In the course of developing the proposed amendments, the Department of the
Chief Minister (DCM) consulted with NTEC with a view to gathering evidence to
determine what role, if any, third party campaigners, have had in electoral
activities in the Northern Territory. In particular, DCM sought evidence based on
returns submitted by “persons incurring political expenditure”, as required under
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current section 192 of the Electoral Act 2004. NTEC subsequently advised that
the information sought by DCM was not available.
It is noted that NTEC’s submission to the Economic Policy Scrutiny Committee
proposes a cap of $40 000 for third party campaigners; this is linked to the
electoral expenditure cap for candidates. However, candidates and third party
campaigners are different types of participants in the electoral landscape, and
the rationale for applying an expenditure cap on a candidate or party does not
necessarily align with the rationale for an expenditure cap for third party
campaigners. For example, third party campaigners may wish to campaign
across the Northern Territory, not just in one electorate. In addition, the NTEC
proposal of a $40 000 cap for third party campaigners is not based on historical
expenditure of third party campaigners in the Northern Territory, since, as noted
above, NTEC has advised that evidence of this historical expenditure is not
available.
As a result, the Bill does not include amendments to apply an expenditure cap to
third party campaigners. 38

3.41 The Department further advised that:
Although third party campaigners will not be subject to an expenditure cap under
the proposed amendments, they will be required to register with NTEC, with
penalties for failing to do so, and disclose donations and expenditure under the
proposed scheme from 2020.
Information gathered from these returns will be used to inform a review of the
scheme after the Territory 2020 General Election. The review will specifically
consider whether a cap on political expenditure by third party campaigners should
be introduced and, if so, the level of the cap. 39

3.42 The Committee sought clarification from the Department regarding how the Bill would
operate to prevent the intent of the cap from being circumvented as a result of parties
or candidates forming formal or informal alignments with third party campaigners and
was advised that:
The legislation provides for new offences for failing to register a third party
campaigner, with a maximum penalty of 200 penalty units ($31 000) or 12
months’ imprisonment or both if the offender is a natural person, and 1000 penalty
units ($155 000) if the offender is a body corporate (Clause 92, section 175R(2)
refers).
The Bill at proposed section 203D also includes a criminal offence for
circumventing the expenditure cap, which carries a maximum penalty of 10 years’
imprisonment.
In line with the Mansfield Inquiry Report, the amendments also extend the time
to commence prosecutions for alleged breaches of provisions in Part 9A,
Registration of Associated Entities and Third Party Campaigners, and Part 10,
Donations and Disclosure, under the Electoral Act 2004 from three to four
years. 40

3.43 The Committee sought additional clarification from the Department regarding the
extent to which proposed s 203D would prevent parties, candidates and associated
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entities from circumventing the expenditure cap by informally working with third
parties to oppose or promote a candidate and was advised that:
Proposed section 203D does not distinguish between whether arrangements to
circumvent the expenditure cap are established by parties, candidates and
associated entities working together formally or informally. Further, as set out in
proposed section 8A Application of Criminal Code, Part IIAA of the Criminal Code
applies to an offence against provision 175R(2) and 203D. 41

Committee’s Comments
3.44 The Committee notes the Department’s advice regarding the current lack of evidence
to assist in determining whether a cap on expenditure is appropriate for third party
campaigners and, if appropriate, the level at which the cap should be set. The
Committee further notes the Department’s advice that the disclosure scheme will be
reviewed after the 2020 election, including consideration of whether a cap on third
party expenditure should be introduced.
3.45 In light of concerns expressed by submitters, and in acknowledgement of the
importance of ensuring a “level playing field”, the Committee considers it important
to ensure that the proposed review takes place.

Territory campaign accounts – clause 125, Part 10, Division 5A
inserted
3.46 The Bill proposes that parties and candidates maintain a separate account with an
authorised deposit institution (ADI) for electoral purposes. The aim of this provision
is to enhance accountability by making it easier to ‘determine when and how gifts are
received and expenditure is incurred’. 42 All gifts and electoral expenditure would be
processed through this dedicated campaign account. Registered parties that have an
ADI for Commonwealth electoral purposes must ensure that no amounts are paid or
transferred from that account into the Territory campaign account. 43
3.47 As noted by the Chief Minister, a dedicated campaign account ‘is an element
consistent across a number of jurisdictions with a donations and expenditure scheme,
and provides a strong accountability and transparency mechanism’. 44 A review of
legislation in other Australian jurisdictions indicates that South Australia, New South
Wales, and Victoria all have dedicated state campaign accounts. 45
3.48 Country Liberals considered that the requirement to maintain a Territory campaign
account would result in unnecessary complexity. They recommended that the Bill be
amended to remove this provision, noting that they have separate bank accounts for
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fundraising and political related expenditure in several branches across the Territory,
all of which are subject to reporting requirements. 46
3.49 The NTEC commented that the requirement for a dedicated campaign account may:
•

Cause difficulties when donations are given to cover both campaign
expenditure and general party administrative costs;

•

May prove problematic when the timing of federal and Territory elections are
close and donations are received to cover both elections;

•

Be an administrative burden for some independent candidates, especially
those in remote divisions. 47

3.50 Proposed s 213B of the Bill requires that monetary gifts received by or on behalf of a
registered party or candidate must be paid into the Territory campaign account.
However, proposed s 213B(b) states that if the registered party does not intend the
gift to be used for Territory electoral purposes then it does not need to be paid into
the campaign account. Consequently, when a donation is given to cover both
campaign and administrative expenditure, the portion intended for campaign
expenditure should be deposited in the campaign account and the portion for
administration can be deposited into a separate account.
3.51 The Committee sought clarification from the Department as to how multi-purpose
donations are to be managed in relation to the Territory campaign account and was
advised that:
Parties and candidates will need to decide whether a gift is for Territory or
Commonwealth purposes so that it is clear under which laws a gift must be
disclosed. As the donation disclosure thresholds under the Commonwealth Act
are higher, a Territory campaign account reduces the risk of donations being
identified as for a Federal election and therefore not requiring any disclosure
under the Northern Territory’s electoral legislation.
It is also noted that amendments tightening key reporting obligations in Part 10
(to improve the timeliness and transparency of political donations and electoral
expenditure), combined with amendments to the Commonwealth Act, have
meant that reporting obligations have diverged such that it is no longer possible
to use the same report to meet both Commonwealth and Territory obligations. To
ensure compliance with the Commonwealth Act, the Bill also includes other
amendments, such as amendments to repeal current section 195, “Returns by
persons under Commonwealth Act”. 48

3.52 The NTEC noted that, historically, the amount of donations received by a number of
independent candidates has been minor and they have had limited election
expenditure. They recommended that a donation threshold be established which
must be reached before a dedicated campaign account is required, thereby reducing
the administrative burden on candidates with minimal election expenditure. 49
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3.53 The Committee sought comment from the Department regarding the effect on the
operation of the Bill of making provision for a donation threshold and was advised
that:
The requirement for candidates and parties to use a dedicated campaign account
is supported by the increasing use of online banking throughout Australia and is
consistent with other reforms being progressed through the Bill, including the
establishment of a scheme for electronic payment of nomination deposits.
On this basis, the requirement to use a dedicated Territory campaign account is
not considered to be an unreasonable requirement or administrative burden for
an individual or party standing for election in a modern democracy.
As outlined above, to ensure consistency with Commonwealth legislation, the
proposed amendments stipulate that Territory campaign accounts must only be
used for Territory electoral purposes. Introducing a donation threshold that allows
certain parties and candidates to not use a dedicated Territory campaign account
would have the effect of making it more difficult to ascertain whether donations
were received for federal or Territory electoral purposes and ensuring
consistency with Commonwealth legislation. 50

Committee’s comments
3.54 The Committee is satisfied with the Department’s advice. Although the requirement
to keep a Territory campaign account may result in minor inconvenience to some
electoral participants the Committee is of the view that this is outweighed by the
benefits accruing from a more transparent process.

Typographical Error
3.55 Clause 37(3) purports to amend s 69(1)(a) whereas it is apparent that the correct
reference is s 69(1)(b).
Recommendation 6
The Committee recommends that the typographical error in clause 37(3) be
corrected.

Matters not addressed in the Bill but raised by NTEC
3.56 The submission from NTEC recommended a number of reforms that have been
previously highlighted in the 2016 Territory Election Report. These reforms are
deemed to be outside the scope of the Bill and, as such, have not been addressed
in this report. Suggested reforms related to: public funding of elections; lodgement of
bulk candidate nominations; counting of early votes; electronic postal voting; and fees
for failing to vote.
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Appendix 1: Submissions Received
Submissions Received
1. Country Liberals
2. Northern Territory Electoral Commission
Note
Copies of submissions are available at: https://parliament.nt.gov.au/committees/EPSC/962019
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Public Briefing – 3 July 2019
Department of the Chief Minister
•
•
•

Jean Doherty, Executive Director, Intergovernmental and Legal Policy
Genevieve Mogridge, Director, Intergovernmental and Legal Policy
Mandy Olsen, Principal Policy Officer, Intergovernmental and Legal Policy

Note
Copies
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